FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

Wilwood Announces New Aerolite Brake Kits for the C7 Corvette

Camarillo, CA • October, 2014

Wilwood’s forged aluminum Aerolite radial mount calipers and 14.25” diameter Spec 37 alloy directional vane two-piece rotors are combined in these all new brake upgrade packages for the 2014-present C7 Corvettes. Six piston front calipers and four piston rears are available in gloss black, red, or Wilwood’s newest nickel based Quick-Silver plating. SRP drilled and slotted performance rotors with BP-10 compound metallic composite Smart Pads, or GT competition series rotors with face slots only and BP-20 compound pads, deliver high-torque stopping power, optimized cooling efficiency, and high-tech styling for the street or track. Optional pad compounds and Thermlock pistons are also available to fortify these kits for extreme competition and sustained high temperature use.

Each kit includes all necessary hardware with DOT approved stainless steel braided flexlines, and a detailed instruction guide for an easy bolt-on installation. M.S.R.P. begins at $2,021.59.

Front Brake Kit, P/N 140-13697-DN
Rear Brake Kit, P/N 140-13698-DN

Wilwood has been expertly designing and manufacturing high-performance disc brakes in the USA since 1977. Engineered and rigorously tested for the track, Wilwood brakes provide unsurpassed quality and performance with sleek, lightweight designs. Wilwood has dominated the motorsports arena for decades, making their street market brakes among the most technologically advanced around.
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